SITE LIFTING GLASS TROLLEYS AND FRAMES

Site Lifting Trolleys

Site Lifting A-Frames
Certified lifting spreader beams are manufactured under strict engineering designs and guidelines.

Metalcraft can design, manufacture and certify the correct lifting beam to suit your needs.
2M x 1.7M 2 TON SITE LIFTING TROLLEY

2M long with a glass height capacity of 1700mm, this certified lifting trolley is the safest way to transport your glass products to site and have them lifted into position.

With eight secure strapping poles with self locking cams and non marking sliding retention blocks your load will be fully secured.

This lifting trolley also comes with a certification plate riveted to the frame and a paper certificate for your files.

Product Code –217LIFTAFRAME

GET FULL PRODUCT CATALOGUES ONLINE AT WWW.METALCRAFT.CO.NZ
2.2M x 1.9M SITE LIFTING TROLLEY

2M long with a glass height capacity of 1900mm, this certified lifting trolley is the safest way to transport your glass products to site and have them lifted into position.

With eight secure strapping poles with self locking cams and non marking sliding retention blocks your load will be fully secured.

This lifting trolley comes with a certification plate riveted to the frame and a paper certificate for your files.
2.4M x 1.9M SITE LIFTING TROLLEY

2.4M long with a glass height capacity of 1900mm, this certified lifting trolley is the safest way to transport your glass products to site and have them lifted into position.

With eight secure strapping poles with self locking cams and non marking sliding retention blocks your load will be fully secured. This lifting trolley also features a nylon shoe which allows for structural double glazing units to be placed wet onto the trolley. This lifting trolley comes with a certification plate riveted to the frame and a paper certificate for your files.
3M x 2.5M 2.5 TON SITE LIFTING FRAME

3M long with a glass height capacity of 2500mm, this certified lifting A-Frame is the safest way to transport your glass products to site and have them lifted into position.

With eight secure strapping poles with self locking cams and non marking sliding retention blocks your load will be fully secured. This A-Frame features adjustable end supports which allows for over length sheets to be safely retained.

This lifting trolley comes with a certification plate riveted to the frame and a paper certificate for your files.
WE ALSO OFFER A FULL 3D CAD DESIGN PROCESS SPECIALISING IN CUSTOM DESIGNS TO MEET YOUR SITE LIFTING NEEDS.

OUR OTHER PRODUCTS

HEAVY GLASS TRANSPORTATION

GLASS STORAGE SYSTEMS

GLASS CUTTING & PROCESSING TABLES

GLASS ONSITE HANDLING PRODUCTS

CRANES & GLASS LIFTING

GLASS PRODUCT DISPLAY SYSTEMS